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Abstract:

H

uman computer applications are becoming increasingly effective and have witnessed a stable and
remarkable advancement in man-machine interaction. In this paper we present a concatenative SpeechText-Speech(STS) system and bring a solution to the issues relevant to the development of perfect humancomputer interaction. The new STS system allows the visually impaired people to interact with the computer by giving
and getting voice commands. In this integrative speech process, new concepts of speech recognition and speech
synthesis are used. Speech recognition as the first part uses a method of speech to text conversion using advanced
MFCC feature extraction. Audio samples are collected from the individuals and then transcribed to text.A text file is
used ,where the meanings for the transcribed texts are stored.In the synthesis phase, the meaning taken from the text
file is converted to speech using support vector machine.This new speech dictionary using STS algorithm helps the
visually impaired people to use the computer in well effective way. The proposed method leads to a perfect humancomputer interaction.
Keywords: STS method, Speech Synthesis, Speech recognition, Human computer Interaction, MFCC, MSVM, SVM
I. INTRODUCTION
Speech is one of the most vital forms of communication in everyday life. On the contrary the dependence of human
computer interaction on written text and images makes the use of computers impossible for visually and physically
impaired and illiterate masses.Speech recognition and speech generation together can make a perfect human computer
interaction. Automatic speech generation from natural language sentences can overcome these obstacles. In the present
era of human computer interaction, the educationally under privileged and the rural communities of any country are
being deprived of technologies that pervade the growing interconnected web of computers and communications.
Although human computer interaction technology has improved significantly in recent decades, current interaction
systems still lack in clarity and acuracy. In speech recognition the unannotated word stream lacks useful information about
punctuation and disfluencies that could assist the human readability of speech transcripts [1]. Such information is also
crucial to subsequent natural language processing techniques, which typically work on fluent and punctuated input.
Existing techniques rely on a speech recognizer to produce a hypothesized word or string of words along with
hypothesized word boundaries obtained through Viterbi segmentation of the utterance. Many researchers believe that
recognizers will enjoy widespread use and become commonplace only if their performance approaches that of humans
under everyday listening environments. Typically, in speech recognition, we divide speech signals into frames and
extract features from each frame. During feature extraction, speech signals are changed into a sequence of feature
vectors. Then these vectors are transferred to the classification stage. The analog voice signals are recorded thru
microphone. It should be digitalized and quantified. Each signal should be segmented into several short frames of speech
which contain a time series signal. The features of each frame are extracted for further processes. In MFCC, there are
various methods proposed for efficient extraction of speech parameters for recognition.The MFCC with advanced
recognition method such as HMM is in more dominant use.But it fails to recognize speech in highly varying
environments. For the learning and training methods of speech recognition, SVM is used as the best case.SVM is not
used as the learning and training method for the MFCC vectors in the existing works.
All these method are analysed
and the new work of speech recognition is implemented with the combination of new ideas in MFCCand MSVM.
Speech recognition and speech synthesis as separate phases will not give a good human computer interaction. Recovering
structural information in speech and synthesisng the words has thus become the goal of many studies in computational
speech processing [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. We describe our approach that comprises advanced method for speech
recognition using peak signal modulation and group delay segmentation(GDS) with SVM for speech thesis[22].As a
first stage ,speech recognition methods are analysed and the proposed new method is used,to fulfill the gap between the
recognition and synthesis.Next, after conversion of speech to text ,the meaning can be searched using a database ,where
the text and the relative meaning is stored.As the third level the speech synthesis phase is developed to convert the
meaning(text) to speech.The speech synthesis method is also used to play back the word that the user speaks to the
computer.These works comprised together,can make a perfect human computer interaction by means of speech
dictionary using STS(Speech-Text-Speech) algorithm
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Even though many human computer interaction methods has been emerged and also on the way of development, it
is being a challenge area, as most of the methods fails to give the perfect interaction. So far,blinds are interacting with the
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computer through the methods like: Blind Model Selection,Automatic Keyboard Access and file operations using voice
commands. A software called screen reader helps the blind person to hear the currently highlighted text on the screen and
speaks which key is pressed on the key board. Another device called Braille input device is available ,which produces
Braile key labels that can assist with keyboard use
Speech dictionary is a concatenation of speech recognition and speech generation which leads to a small dictionary
system that can be used by visually impaired people. The proposed approach can be called as STS (Speech-TextSpeech)method of human computer interaction where a human can dictate a word ,that can be saved in a text file using
STT(Speech to Text)System and the related meaning , searched from another file can be given in speech by the computer
using TTS(Text to Speech) method. Speech recognition involves a number of disciplines such as
physiology,acoustics,signal processing,pattern recognition, linguistics and styles.The proposed method of speech
recognition is implemented for its accuracy and reliability of speech process with the combination of MFCC with peak
modulation extraction.The MFCC is combined with MSVM as it supports the peak modulation extraction in a right
way.The new work of speech recognition is categorised with two steps:
1. Feature extraction for speech recognition using advanced.
2. Speech recognition using Multi-class support vector machine.
These two methods are combined together to form an effective speech recognition technique.The speech
recognition with MFCC and MSVM helps to fill the gap between the recognition and synthesis part as it fast when
compared with other methods.
The speech syhthesis can be done by using group delay segmentation with SVM(Support vector machine)
III. DESIGN
A. Speech Recognition using MFCC and MSVM
The architecture of our speech recognition system has been shown in the figure below. Our speech recognition process
contains three main stages:
1- Acoustic processing that main task of this unit is filtering of the white noise from speech signals and consists of
three parts, Fast Fourier Transform, Mels Scale Bank pass Filtering and Cepstral Analysis.
MFCC using Peak modulation feature extraction
Pre
Emphasis
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Fig 1. Speech recognition
2- Feature extraction from MFCC coeficients.
3- Classification and recognition using Multi-class Support vector machine
The MFCC is carried out with with a new feature extraction method,where the frequency of the given speech input is
calculated.Two other frequency levels are obtained along with this.First is the frequency for the speech in the standard
dataset S1,and the second is the average frequency for the speech in the normal dataset S2.Standard dataset is the speech
obtained from the native speakers ,where as the normal dataset is the speech obtained from Non-native speakers. Four set
of normal datasets are used for the comparison in this work.The frequency of the given speech input is compared with
freq(S1) and freq(S2) and the processed through MFCC. This unique feature extraction is utilized to minimize the
error.The results has been tested for 50 words including the names of animals, flowers and birds
Few samples are given below with there meanings and the speech recognition for the word „sunflower‟ is shown below

Fig 2. STS Database with few samples
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Fig 3. “Speech to Text” result for the word „SunFlower‟
B. Speech Synthesis using Group Delay segmentation and SVM
The method used for TTS is a group delay segmentation with support vector machine. This concatenative speech
synthesis system combines sound units which are stored in a database, in order to generate the desired utterances [4].
These sound units could be a phoneme, diphone, syllable or word etc. A syllable could be defined as taking the form
C*,VC*, where „C‟ denotes a consonant and „V‟ denotes a vowel. Some of the advantages of using syllables as basic
unit is that they have fairly long coverage when compared to phonemes or diphone.
Syllable coverage
In an ideal case, the text corpus collected should contain all the possible syllables of a particular language. But this
does not happen since some of the syllables do not occur frequently. Once if the text corpus is collected and processed, it
is first tested for syllable coverage.The syllable set that we consider includes: CVV, CVC, VCV. VVV, CCC. The
context in which the syllable occurs is also taken into account to judge the uniqueness of a syllable. In order to train the
system for various types of syllables, the voice of female/male is recorded for training for few minutes. It is taken into
account that all the combination of syllables and prosodies are recorded.
Group delay segmentation
A group delay based segmentation segments the entire speech(Meaning)into fragments or segments with 40 m/s or
80 m/s as desired. It resolves the speech into peaks and valleys of section of voice. Each segmented window is then
processed for the short term energy calculation. The segmented window is then sorted in an array. The peaks and valleys
of the STF(Short tern frame) are the plotted.The number of syllables present in the speech signal is equal to number of
voiced segments.
Training using SVM
Some uses the statistical learning theory(SLT) for the training purpose of the input data. All training methods have
advantages and disadvantages, which are more or less important according to the data which are being analysed, and thus
have a relative relevance. SVMs can be a useful tool for insolvency analysis, in the case of non-regularity in the data, for
example when the data are not regularly distributed or have an unknown distribution. It can help evaluate information,
i.e. financial ratios which should be transformed prior to entering the score of classical classification techniques
Example:
Word to synthesis: the meaning for the word ”SUNFLOWER” –„FLOWER‟
Based upon the group delay segmentation,the above word can be segmented as follows:
„FLO‟‟WER‟
The segments of the word frame is checked with the syllables in the database
For the segment‟FLO‟ the following set of syllables(„FLO‟‟FOW‟‟FAL‟ „FLA‟)can be checked:
Syllable 1 LF=3% PV=0.7
Syllable 2 LF=10% PV=0.5
FLO

Syllable 3 LF=60% PV=0.4

Syllable 4 LF=7% PV =0.6
Fig 4. Comparison of syllables using loss function and probability
Hence the word “FLO” will play the syllable 1 since the loss function is minimum and the probability is
maximum.Inorder to obtain the correct syllable,Emprial Risk minimisation is used.SVM has been found to be successful
when used for pattern classification problems. Applying the Support Vector approach to a particular practical problem
involves resolving a number of questions based on the problem definition and the design involved with it. No local
optimal, unlike in neural networks. It scales relatively well to high dimensional data and the trade-off between classifier
complexity and error can be controlled explicitly.In a perfect human computer interaction,there should no time loss
between the conversion of speech to text and text to speech.This works is again tested for the speech synthesis work for
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the word‟Sunflower‟ and the meaning „flower‟ is spoken. These two new methods of speech recognition and speech
synthesis are quite fast and accurate when comparing with the existing methods..This combination of methods may help
to extend this work for applications on internet too.
IV. SPEECH-TEXT–SPEECH METHOD
The Speech recognition method using discrete wavelet transform and the speech synthesis method using unit selection
process are put together to form STS method.This concatenation is done to create a dictionary application for the blinds to
speak a word to the system and to get the meaning for the transcribed word
STT
method

Search the
meaning for
the text

TTS
method

Fig.5. The STS System
Steps for the Specch Dictionary
1. The audio input given by the user should be transcribed to text using the speech recognition method and played
back to the user using speech synthesis system.
2. a. If the word is correct and accepted by the user ,the word will be saved in a text file
b. If the word is incorrect then the user has to repronounce it within 10 seconds from the time he heard the word
3. In case of 2.a,the database is interfaced and the word will be checked with the words in the database and the
respective meaning defined there will be identified
4. The identified text will be given back to the user in speech through speech synthesis system

Fig.6. STS Flow Chart
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have give a solution for the issues relevant to the development of perfect human-computer
interaction for the benefits of blinds. As man-machine interaction is an appreciated facility even outside the research
world, especially for the persons with disabilities, we have designed the STS system with a speech dictionary, where the
blinds can use the system as an audio dictionary. The consistency and robustness of the approach have been proved to be
its highlights and allow its use in highly varying environments. Besides if new features can be explored to characterize
the speech signal more accurately it will go a long way in arriving at higher recognition rates. This experimental work
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clearly shows that the accuracy of speech recognition is improved with the new extraction method of MFCC. This can
be extended to use the web dictionaries. Although being able to give and get speech make the STS system more flexible,
the interaction quality may significantly decline unless the recognition and synthesis is done properly.
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